To project term structures for a comprehensive set of emerging local currency sovereign bond markets, we propose to extend the dynamic Nelson-Siegel term structure model with regional and economy-specific factors. In the presence of comparably short data histories for most emerging bond markets, this approach results in yield curve projections consistent across markets and in line with historical experience.
Introduction
Local currency bond markets have seen rapid growth and internationalization over the past two decades. For example, Mehrotra et al. (2012) show that, over the past decade, local currency government bonds of emerging markets have developed in terms of market depth, length of maturities and investor base. Burger et al (2012) report for USbased investors a significant increase in the holdings of local currency debt issued by private and public entities in emerging markets. Specifically for sovereign bond markets, Ebeke and Lu (2014) find an increasing international participation while at the same time market capitalization of this asset class has increased significantly. Using the subset of local currency government bonds represented in the Bank of America Merrill Lynch Global Broad Market Plus Index (GBMP) as a gauge for the internationally investable part this universe, the market capitalization has increased from USD 57 billion in January 2000 to almost USD 2,000 billion in May 2014. Although the market is still small relative to the global sovereign bond market (i.e. 7.4% as of the global sovereign debt market represented in the GBMP index), it nevertheless represents a remarkable evolution given that there were serious concerns that this asset class would never develop Hausmann (1999, 2005) ).
While local currency debt issued by emerging market sovereigns is an asset class that appears to increasingly attract interest among international investors, a forward-looking risk-return analysis faces profound modelling challenges. First an introduction of this asset class increases the dimensions of any asset allocation exercise significantly. Assuming that an economy's yield curve at a given point in time can be sufficiently represented by three factors (e.g. principal components or Nelson Siegel yield curve factors), expanding the investment universe from the six largest developed sovereign bond markets (US, Japan, Germany, France, UK and Italy) to the emerging bond market space shown in Table 1 , 2 increases the number of potentially correlated factors from 6x3=18 to (6+22)x3=84. The second challenge is that for the modelling of emerging local currency bond markets only a comparably short data history is available. For most of the emerging markets, not more than 10 to 20 years of historic data are available, while reliable data on some of the developed markets go back to the 1970s and for the US market back to 1950s. On the one hand, the short data histories compound the difficulty of dealing with a higher number of dimensions, on the other hand, with a short history, potentially relevant episodes observed for advanced economy bond markets such as the stagflation period in the late 1970s are missing from the emerging market data. These episodes not only contain information relevant for modelling the long-history markets, but may also provide additional insight into the properties of the shorthistory markets (Stambaugh 1997) .
To address these challenges we propose a dynamic Nelson-Siegel term structure model with regional factors estimated on the basis of unbalanced data. More specifically, Nelson-Siegel yield curve factors extracted for each emerging market are first decomposed into regional and economy-specific components. Second, the extracted factors are projected forward -alongside factors for the US Treasury curve -on the basis of autoregressive specifications with or without exogenous variables. That is, in projecting the regional component, the US yield curve is introduced as a contemporaneous exogenous factor and the economy-specific components are projected as simple independent autoregressive processes. The parameters of the processes are separately estimated on the basis of the full data history available for a respective region or economy. As for the estimation of the parameters of the US processes data back to 1955 are used, the dependence of the regional factors on the US factors ensures that the projections effectively reflect a longer data history than what is available for a given region. While this approach does not achieve dimensionality reduction -in fact the number of factors increases by introduction of regional factors -it results in much more tractable problem as the factor dependencies can be captured on a smaller set of developed market and regional factors, and the large number of economy-specific factors are largely idiosyncratic in their nature.
Alternative to the proposed factor model, principal component analysis could be applied to achieve dimensionality reduction. With this approach, a few principal components estimated on the level of yields or Nelson Siegel factors are typically sufficient to explain the largest part of the variation in the underlying data.
3 Dimensionality reduction is achieved if the explanation from the first couple of components is large and the remaining components can be dropped without a too big loss. However, in the case of high dimensional multi-country yield curve analysis we found that a relative high number of components would be required. That is, after accounting for the first four to five components, the unexplained residuals are still significant. Furthermore, the retained components lack economic interpretation and it is not obvious how they relate to regional and country-specific factors.
The proposed yield curve modelling approach is primarily aimed at supporting long-term, strategic asset allocation decisions. Opposed to the requirements for tactical decision making and active management, it could be argued that for this purpose it is of greater importance to achieve accuracy on the yields' statistical properties (e.g. long term means, standard deviations, cross and auto-correlations) than accuracy on the expected paths over short horizons. The regional factor approach estimated with unbalanced data results in equilibrium values for emerging market yields that preserve the sign and the order of yield spreads to the US market observed historically. Statistical properties of the projected yields, such as standard deviations, auto and cross correlations are also shown to be consistent with history. While not the main focus of this paper, we also show that the model produces out-of-sample forecasts for short horizons of up to 12 months superior to simpler modelling approaches. These results suggest that the regional factor approach could also be integrated into a framework for tactical asset allocation. However, due to the very short data histories available for this backtest, further validation of the short-horizon properties of the model should be conducted.
The paper is organized as follows. The modelling framework is introduced in Section 2. Data and estimation are discussed in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. In Section 5 the properties of the regional factor model are compared with a number of benchmark models. Section 6 concludes the paper.
A regional factor model
Starting point for the regional factor approach is the dynamic Nelson-Siegel term structure model suggested by Diebold and Li (2006) ( 1) where observed yields with maturity τ (measured in years), of economy , at time t are denoted by . The assumption here is that the yield curve is explained by three factors: level , slope and curvature . The parameter λ is constant across countries and time.
Furthermore, we assume that and in equation (1) at each point in time can be attributed to regional ( for regional group j) and economy-specific components ( for economy i).
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(2) (3) While this set-up is inspired by Diebold et al (2008) who attribute the Nelson-Siegel factors to global and idiosyncratic components, we deviate from their specification in at least two aspects. First, opposed to one global factor, we allow for a number of regional factors reflecting observed high correlations within geographical regions. Second we assume that the level and slope are fully decomposed into a regional and an economy-specific component opposed to a loading on the global factor as in Diebold et al. (2008) . The underlying idea here is that factors ( , ) of an economy's yield curve is the sum of a regional curve ( , ) and a term-structure of economy-specific spreads ( , ) which can have positive or negative means. For the curvature, we assume economy-specific dynamics only; thus no decomposition is performed for this factor as it appears to be mostly economy-specific in nature and also shows the lowest explanatory value of the three Nelson-Siegel factors.
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To project the economy-specific components of the curves levels and slopes, we choose first-order auto-regressive dynamics. These dynamics also applied to the projection of the curvature factors for which no decomposition is assumed.
(4) (5) (6) For the regional factors, the level and slope of the US bond market are introduced as explanatory variables in addition to auto-regressive components to reflect effects of the US Treasury on the emerging bond markets. (7) (8) For the US curve we assume a vector-autoregressive setting according to equation (9). 6 (9)
Data
Sovereign bond yields with maturities of three and six months as well as one to 10 years of 22 emerging markets are used in this study. The primary source of month-end data is the Bloomberg Valuation Service (BVAL) 7 , which provides yield curve estimates (yield to maturity) for many emerging markets starting in late 1990s. The yield-tomaturity data is transformed into zero coupon rates making the assumption that the observed yields are par yields. As BVAL estimates are missing for some of the economies (Brazil, Israel and the Philippines), the data are augmented by zero coupon curves estimated by Bloomberg outside the BVAL standard.
The Bloomberg data set is extended for some of the Asian economies to the early 1990s using data published by these economies' central bank and obtained via CEIC data service.
US Treasury yields used in this study are yields on actively traded non-inflation-indexed issues adjusted to constant maturities, which are published on the website of the Federal Reserve.
8 Table 1 provided an overview of the data sources and starting dates. 6 The autoregressive parameter b i in equation (6) is restricted to a diagonal matrix based on the observation in Diebold and Li (2006) of little dynamic interaction across the three Nelson Siegel factors of a single country and on their finding that a univariate autoregressive process gives forecasts superior to a vector-autoregressive process.
7 BVAL is a pricing and valuation service provided by Bloomberg L.P. which aggregates and validates data across a large set of market contributors. On the basis of this data proprietary models are used to estimate constant maturity yield curves. For additional information see http://www.bloomberg.com/enterprise/data/pricing-services.
8 Please see http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/data.htm. 
Estimation and projection
Time series of Nelson-Siegel factors, decomposition into regional and economy-specific components and the model parameters are estimated by the following multi-step procedure:
1. Estimation of Nelson-Siegel factors from observed yields for each economy. 2. Assignment of individual markets either to regional groups or decision to model markets individually. 3. Decomposition of Nelson-Siegel factors of the grouped markets into regional and economy-specific components using Kalman filtering. 4. Estimation of autoregressive processes for regional and idiosyncratic factors of the grouped markets as well as the individually modelled markets.
From a theoretical point of view, the multi-step procedure must in principle be inferior to a joint estimation of factors and parameters. The stepwise approach is nevertheless adopted here to keep the estimation tractable and to increase numerical trustworthiness. While a formal comparison to a joint estimation procedure has not been made, there is possibly some support offered by Diebold and Rudebusch (2013) who observe that often there appear to be only small losses from two-step versus one-step estimation of dynamic Nelson-Siegel models.
Following the four-step estimation procedure, the factors are projected forward and subsequently translated back into yields using equation (1). As equation (1) obviously does not guarantee positive nominal yields, we employ a transformation to ensure that the projected yield curve factors are translated to yields that are bounded by zero. The remainder of this section the above-introduced procedure is discussed in detail.
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Estimation of Nelson-Siegel factors
For each of the 22 emerging economies as well as for the US government curve, Nelson-Siegel yield factors are estimated by ordinary least squares. To this end the parameter is set at 0.7173 (for measured in years) following the arguments in Diebold and Li (2006) .
Grouping
Decomposition into regional and economy-specific factors requires making assumptions on the grouping of economies. By inspection of the estimated time series, a decision was made to assign an economy either to one of four regional groups (Advanced Asia, Emerging Asia, Latin America as well as Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa) or -in case idiosyncratic dynamics appear to dominate within an economy -to model the yield curve separately as autoregressive processes. The resulting country grouping is shown in Table 1 below. Within the respective groups the extracted Nelson-Siegel factors show considerable homogeneity. The ungrouped countries (China, India, Israel, Russia and Turkey) have Nelson-Siegel factors that appear to show mostly idiosyncratic dynamics. These are possibly related to the significance of capital controls as well as specific starting points and dynamics of the transformation to market economies.
One of the advantages of the proposed regional factor approach is that is facilitates the use of unbalanced data across regional groups and thereby preserves more historical data than principal component analysis would do.
Decomposition
For each of the regional groups, a state-space model is estimated to facilitate decomposition of the Nelson-Siegel level and slope factors (x = 1,2 respectively) into a component common to region and economy-specific components for the economies in the region. 11 Following the set-up suggested by Hamilton (1994) , we assume that the regional and economy-specific components follow first-order autoregressive processes. The state and observation equations are given by (3.1) and (3.2) respectively.
(10) (11) The Kalman filter (Kalman 1960 , Hamilton 1994 ) is used to infer the unobserved components and . The parameters and covariance matrix are estimated by maximum likelihood procedure subject to upper and lower bounds as well as to the constraint that equilibrium value of the common factor, , corresponds to its estimated historical mean. Moreover, it is assumed that there is no cross correlation 11 Principal component analysis (PCA) within the groups could have been considered as an alternative to the applied state space decomposition. That is, the first principal component (PC) within each group could be assumed to be the regional factor. Then economy-specific components can be obtained by either (i) regressing the factor of each economy on the regional factor (first PC) and by taking the residuals to be the country-specific component or (ii) by taking a simple difference between the factor of the economy and the first PC. In the case of approach (i) the decomposition is not exact and the analysis of the error of the decomposition may comprise important information, which should not be ignored. In the case of approach (ii) the inferred economy-specific factors show high correlations, which are in conflict with the objective of extracting idiosyncratic components. Based on these observations, the state space decomposition is preferred over PCA for the purpose of this paper.
in the residuals of the common and idiosyncratic factors. Thus the covariance matrix is restricted to be a diagonal matrix in the estimation. Table 3 summarizes the constraints on parameters for the estimation. Figures 1 -4 show the time series of estimated regional and economy-specific components. 
Estimation of auto-regressive processes
The parameters of the autoregressive processes for the country-specific components of the curves' levels and slopes as well as the respective curvature factors of the 17 countries which are assigned to regional groups (equations (4) to (6)) are estimated by maximum likelihood using all available data. Likewise, the parameters of assumed processes for the regional level and slope factors in equations (7) and (8) with its contemporary on the US curve are estimated.
For the current application the off-diagonal elements of matrix in equation (9) for the projection of the US curve are restricted to zero based on the observation in Diebold and Li (2006) of little dynamic interaction across the three Nelson Siegel factors of a single economy and their finding that an univariate autoregressive process gives forecasts superior to vector-autoregressive process. Similarly the Nelson-Siegel factors of the five ungrouped markets (China, India, Israel, Russia and Turkey) are projected using univariate first-order autoregressive process.
Factor projection
For the projection of the error-terms in equations (4) to (9), block-bootstrapping (i.e. resampling successive observations from the empirical error distribution) is performed. In this way, cross and serial correlations not removed by the auto-regressive specifications and possible non-normality of the distributions are preserved for the projection. The block length is three months. To apply bootstrapping on an unbalanced data set, a decision has to be made on either discarding the data going back further than the shortest time series or backfilling missing observations. In line with the previously made argument that additional information from the long-history markets should not be lost, missing error observations for the short history markets are backfilled. While in literature various techniques for backfilling have been discussed (for an overview see Page (2013)), we apply in this paper kernel density estimation. That is, first a kernel density estimator is obtained for the subsample of balanced data (i.e. with observations for all markets) and second the missing errors for the short-history markets are drawn from the estimator conditional on observations from the long-history markets (Silverman (1998) and Gray and Moore (2003) ).
Transformation of projected factors to non-negative yields
Finally the projected Nelson-Siegel factors and their simulated distribution of the 22 markets are converted to yields using equation (1). As there is no mechanism in the above system that will prevent yields violating the zero constraint, the distribution of the converted yields is transformed to a log-normal distribution which preserves the mean and maximum value of the simulated original forecasts. Figure 5 illustrates the differences between historical yield distributions, simulated raw and transformed yield distributions of Hong Kong government bonds at various maturities which now comply with the zero lower bound constraint. Details of the transformation into the log-normal distribution are provided in Annex 1. 
Properties of yield curve projections
As previously discussed, our primary interest is to generate yield distributions which can be used as a basis for strategic asset allocation decisions in the space of emerging markets. To this end the properties of the simulated yield distributions over fairly long horizons need to be reconciled with those of historical observations. That is, first, the yield simulations should show expected paths and equilibrium values that are consistent with history and secondly, historical standard deviations, auto and cross correlations should be within the distributions of these measures of the simulated yields.
For the assessment of the adjustment paths and long-term equilibrium values, the proposed regional factor approach is compared with simpler auto-regressive specifications. Table 4 summarizes the specifications of the comparator models. The first model (B-AR) is based on a balanced, short data history starting in 1995 and independent autoregressive processes of order 1 for the three yield curve factors in all markets. The specification L-AR extends the data set for the US curve back to 1955 and L-ARX introduces the US curve as explanatory factors in the processes for the EM curves. The previously introduced approach with regional common factors and long data history for the US is denoted L-ARXC. Based on data ending in June 2014 and 10000 simulation runs, the expected paths to equilibrium under the respective models are illustrated in Figures 6a and 6b for the 10-year US and Korean yields. Among the four model specifications, the estimation for the US Treasury curve on the basis of a short data history (B-AR) results in an excessively fast convergence to too low equilibrium levels. Compared with data available from Bloomberg and Consensus Economics, the mean projections are higher than survey expectations for up to 24-month 12 projections but below expectations in the long term e.g. a horizon of 10 years. Also the distribution of yields, as indicated by the confidence bands appears to be too narrow compared with history. Extending the data set back (L-AR; e.g. back to 1995 for Korea) results in a mean path for the US 10-year yield that is fairly close to the surveys and shows a wider distribution. This implies equilibrium levels below the US curve.
Introducing the US curve as explanatory factor in the process for the Korean yields (L-ARX) results in more realistic projections in terms of convergence speed, equilibrium level and distribution as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 6a . However, the upper panel of Figure 6b shows that aligned projections of US and Korean yields does not necessarily imply consistency in the group of the developed Asian government bond markets (Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore and Taiwan). Making the Asian market individually contingent on the US, results in projections that are hard to reconcile with the available data history. For example, the 10-year yield on Hong Kong government bonds converges to an equilibrium level that exceeds the corresponding yields of peer countries despite a historic average level which is very close to the peer group average. Introducing regional factors (L-ARXC) appears to entail an ordering of equilibrium levels more in line with historical experience while at the same time consistency with the US market is retained. 12 While the envisaged use of the regional factor approach is to support long-term asset allocation decisions, return expectations depend on the path of yield adjustments to long-term values. Hence the plausibility of the adjustment path is illustrated by comparison to short-to medium-term consensus forecasts. Fig. 6a . Projection of the US and Korea 10-year government yields Notes: Expected paths and 99% confidence bands of projected 10-year yields of US and Korean government bonds. The upper panel shows the projections for individual auto-regressive processes estimated using balanced data (B-AR). The projection in middle panel is based on an extended data history for the US (L-AR). The lower shows the projections for the Korean yields made contingent on the US (L-ARX). The upper and bottom panels also show Bloomberg surveys for the first two years and 10-year ahead forecast compiled by Consensus Economics©. The historical mean of yields with various maturities for all economies and equilibrium yields of the respective models are summarized in Table 5 . For the US market, the equilibrium yields for the long data estimation are fairly close to the historical averages and for the emerging bond markets the equilibrium yields are close to the historic averages for the B-AR specification. The L-ARX and L-ARXC specifications result in generally higher yields compared with history and the B-AR and L-AR specifications for the emerging markets. Table 5 also shows that some of the results for the individually modelled markets need to be taken with caution. For example under the L-ARX and L-ARXC specifications the individually modelled Turkish market shows equilibrium rates which might be hard to reconcile with economic fundamentals. Tables 6 and 7 show mean and volatility of the projected level and slope factors for the grouped emerging markets. For most economies most of variability can be attributed to the regional factors. Also the equilibrium values are mostly explained by the regional components. In order to further assess statistical properties of the L-ARXC projections, a number of statistical properties are compared with historical observations over a projection horizon of five years. Figure 7 shows the standard deviations of historical and projected yield differentials. For most markets the standard deviations of simulated yield differentials are fairly close to the historical observations. There are a few exceptions such as Malaysia, Brazil (short rate), Peru, Poland and Israel where the historical standard deviations are at the confidence band or slightly exceeding the confidence band. In Figure 8 simulated auto-correlations of yield levels of orders of up 20 months show a generally decreasing pattern in line with historical data. Figure 9 compares correlations of historical and projected yields across different maturities. In general the properties of the projected yields are consistent with those of historical data.
The above assessment of the generated yield distributions over long-term horizons for purposes of strategic asset allocation is in contrast to the assessment of forecasting performances in literature which typically is based on out-ofsample analyses in combination with horizons that usually do not exceed 12 months (e.g. Diebold and Li (2006) ). While our interest remains focused on the long term, the results of an out-of-sample projection exercise are presented for comparison with the literature. However, as in the case of emerging markets the data history is short, there will be very few non-overlapping observations and results should be used carefully. Tables 8, 9 and 10 show root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) for projection horizons of three, six and 12 months respectively. These numbers are based on an initial estimation period ending in March 2011 and out-of-sample period from April 2011 to March 2014. Within the out-of-sample period, the data window is incrementally expanded and the model is re-estimated every month. The regional factor model (L-ARXC) shows lower RMSEs for most maturities and most economies compared with B-AR, L-AR and L-ARX. While the forecasting performance of the regional factor model appears to be broadly consistent across horizons, maturities and markets, these results should be taken cautiously given the fairly short out-of-sample period and very low numbers of non-overlapping observations. 
Conclusions
This paper introduces a regional factor approach to model yield distributions of local currency sovereign bonds in emerging markets. The regional factor approach addresses the challenges of analysing an asset class with many markets, potentially high dimensionality, and short data histories.
The proposed approach entails a decomposition of estimated Nelson Siegel yield curve factors into regional and economy-specific components using the Kalman filter. The regional factors are projected forward contingent on the US Treasury yields and the economy-specific components are modelled as auto-regressive processes. The approach reduces modelling complexity as dependences within regions and correlations with the US market are captured by regional components. The economy-specific components are to a large extent idiosyncratic in nature. Furthermore, the model facilitates the use of unbalanced data, thus to merge the long data history of the US government bond market and the comparably short data histories of the emerging markets. The usage of the long data history for the US appears to be essential to obtain yield curve projections with projected paths and equilibrium values that are broadly in line with consensus expectations. Projections of the regional components contingent on the US preserves the sign and the order of spreads of emerging market yields to the US market over the projection horizon. Statistical properties of the projected yields, such as standard deviations, auto and cross correlations are shown to be consistent with history.
The approach also shows forecast accuracy -measured in terms of RMSEs -to be superior to simpler modelling approaches. This result, however, should be treated carefully as the backtest is based on very few observations.
The regional factor approach could be used to support strategic asset allocation decisions, however, it should be noted that the results discussed here are based on a purely statistical exercise. In this paper, projections are not contingent on macroeconomic variables such as expected GDP growth and inflation rates. An integration of macro variables could be achieved by replacing the classical Nelson Siegel model by its rotated version (Nyholm 2014 ) with a Taylor-Rule specification for the short rate process.
Appendix A. Transformation of simulated yields
A practical application of the regional factor model in the current low yield environment faces the complication that simulated yields may fall below the zero lower bound. Similar to most stochastic yield curve models, there is no mechanism in the set-up which prevents a violation of the zero constraint. There may be at least two alternative ways to address this complication. This is first to assume a different datagenerating process with support for positive yields or second to perform a transformation of the simulated yield at the closing stage of the scenario generation. With regard to the first alternative, a number of approaches have been discussed in literature recently including shadow rate models (Christensen and Rudebusch 2013) and non-affine Gaussian models (e.g. Kim and Singleton 2012) . Given, however, the computational burden of alternative datagenerating processes and the focus in this paper on a multi-economy setup, we resort to the more practical second alternative. The transformation applied here aims at achieving positive yields while otherwise minimizing the distortion of the simulated yield distribution. More specifically the transformation outlined in the remainder of this annex preserves the ordinality of the generated simulation paths (i.e. after transformation the order of yields with respect to the individual simulation runs is maintained) and in addition does not change distributions' means and maximum values of an observed sample.
A.1. Transformation
The simulated yields obtained by applying equation (1) from the body of the note to the projected Nelson-Siegel factors for market at time are assumed to be Gaussian and represented by random variable with sample moments and as well as the sample range . Variable can be transformed to obtain a new random variable which is log-normally distributed and therefore takes only positive real values.
Furthermore, can be normalized within the range to obtain random variable which in addition also preserves the maximum value of the simulated data.
The expectation of the can be derived using the relationship between normal and lognormal distributions, and properties of the expectation.
Parameter is chosen such that the expectation of the normalized distribution corresponds to the mean of the simulated yield distribution . As this problem does not have a general closed form solution, a numerical procedures is applied to obtain an estimate of . It should be noted that when is still close to zero and is negligible, a closed form solution is given by However, as this requirement is not necessarily met in the current low yield environment and the costs of a numerical solution appear to be low for the problem at hand, a numerical solution is generally applied for all periods and markets in which some of the simulated yields violate the zero bound.
